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Chapter 4831
“You…”
Master Su was trembling with anger, pointing at He Lao Liu and accusing: “He Lao Liu,
you are also a number one person, and now you are threatened by an unarmed woman,
so you are not afraid of being attacked by the rivers and lakes. Are you kidding me?
You’re going to let her go.”
He was an old woman, and he was regarded as the jewel in his palm since he was a
child. Now, how can he not be angry when he is threatened by He Laoliu with a dagger?
With that said, Master Su shouted at Su Lin’er, “Lin’er, don’t be afraid, Dad is here!”
However, Su Lin’er was much stronger than he imagined, with a weak and delicate
face. A little nervous, but indescribably calm, he said to Master Su: “Dad, don’t worry
about me, I have an incurable disease, and I won’t live long anyway, if they want to kill,
let them kill it. , our Su family’s things must never be handed over to these abominable
bandits.”
Alas…
Hearing this, Master Su stomped his feet in a hurry.
The servants of the Su family around were also moved by it. At the same time, I was
also a little anxious.
Miss’s personality is too tough, I’m afraid I will suffer later.
At the same time, Yue Feng was also stunned for a moment, secretly nodded in
approval, he couldn’t see that this Su Liner was so delicate, yet possessed such
courage, it was really rare.
“Oh?”
Seeing this situation, He Laoliu was also surprised, and then looked at Su Lin’er with a
half-smiling smile: “Tsk tsk, I didn’t expect that this charming and lovely Miss Su is still a
woman. Heroine, what? You are not afraid of death?”
“Not afraid!” Su Lin’er raised her fair neck coldly and arrogantly without looking at her: “If
you want to kill, kill it, I tell you, you people from White Wolf Mountain. The wicked won’t
be arrogant for too long, and sooner or later the government will exterminate you all.”
“Haha…”

Hearing this, He Laoliu was not angry at all, but showed some interest and said with a
smile: “If you want to die, I won’t let you die, and I, He Laoliu, are not a troublesome
person, you say you Wouldn’t it be a pity to kill her with such a beautiful appearance?”
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Su Liner did not respond with a cold face.
He Laoliu became more excited the more he talked, and continued: “I heard that your
Su family is going to hold a wedding, and you hired a gambler to be your son-in-law,
right.”
When he said this, He Laoliu turned his eyes, and his heart was already long. Got an
idea.
Isn’t this Miss Su not afraid of death? But her future husband-in-law, I heard, is a
notorious rubbish jerk. As long as he is found out, he will not be afraid to find out the
whereabouts of the treasure.
Su Liner still didn’t answer, but she looked at Yue Feng subconsciously.
Speaking of which, Su Liner had never met this future husband, but most of the people
present were the servants of the Su family, and He Laoliu’s servants were all standing
around. Apart from these, there was only Yue Feng. .
“Hehe!”
Although Su Liner just glanced at it, she was caught by He Laoliu.
The next second, He Laoliu raised his finger to Yue Feng and shouted, “Come on, put
this kid up for me!”
Whoa!
The voice fell, and several subordinates rushed over quickly and set up Yue Feng.
“Miss Su!” He Laoliu said with a smug look on his face, and said with a knife hidden in
his smile: “If I guess correctly, this is your future husband, hehe, if I kill him now, will you
still pay me? Without getting married, you became a widow?”
Swish!
At this moment, both Master Su and the servants present couldn’t help but take a deep
breath.

I have to say that this He Laoliu is too cruel, and he even made a fuss about his son-inlaw. Speaking of which, although this Yue Yang is looked down upon by everyone, he is
also the son-in-law of the Su family in name. If he is really killed tonight, Then Su Liner
really became a widow.
Especially Master Su, who was shocked and angry at this time.
Although he didn’t like Yue Yang either, but the main purpose of recruiting him as his
son-in-law was to celebrate his daughter’s happiness. If he died tonight, all the previous
arrangements would be in vain.
“Shameless!”
At this moment, Su Liner’s face flushed, and she couldn’t help cursing.
Seeing her reaction, He Laoliu sneered: “It seems that Miss Su is still of a heart of
stone, and her future husband’s life will not matter. Come on, open this kid’s chest,
everyone in the Su family thinks we are in White Wolf Mountain. It’s hard to eat, it’s not
good if you don’t perform some unique skills, first dig out his heart.”
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last word fell, and there was a chilling coldness in He Lao Liu’s one eye.
Yes, he is going to kill the chickens to show the monkeys. Anyway, the Su family didn’t
care about the life and death of this son-in-law, so they would use him first.
Swish!
As soon as the words fell, Yue Feng’s shirt was peeled off, revealing his sturdy chest,
and then a member of White Wolf Mountain pulled out his long knife and walked over
quickly.
What the hell!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was taken aback, sweating profusely at the time, and
hurriedly shouted: “Hold on, you guys, you have mistaken someone, I am not the sonin-law of the Su family at all.”
At this time, Yue Feng almost wanted to Cry without tears, Nima, today is really a
bloody mildew, even if the Su family admits it wrong, now these mountain bandits
mistake themselves for Yue Yang, and they have to kill themselves Liwei. If you don’t
reveal your identity, you will really die.
Whoa!

However, as soon as the words fell, whether it was Master Su or the surrounding
servants of the Su family, there was an uproar, and everyone was extremely shocked.
This Yue Yang is really a waste, and he is still talking nonsense at this time.
What’s even more irritating is that Su Lin’er was arrested. As the future husband-in-law,
he didn’t want to save people. Instead, he tried his best to clear the relationship. He was
so greedy for life and fear of death, he really wasn’t a man.
In a fit of anger, the housekeeper Shen Qinghe couldn’t help scolding Yue Feng: “You
bastard, the master treats you badly, paid off your gambling debts for you, and hired
you as your son-in-law, is that how you repaid? Not as good as a beast.”
Standing opposite Su Lin’er, her delicate face was also full of contempt that could not
be concealed.
Such a person who is so greedy for life and fear of death is still a gambler, and marrying
him is a bloody mildew for eight lifetimes.
Ha ha…
And He Laoliu and the surrounding subordinates looked at each other and smiled.
Especially He Laoliu, who narrowed his one eye and sneered at Yue Feng: “What did
you say just now? You are not the son-in-law of the Su family?”
“Yes!” Yue Feng nodded seriously.
He Laoliu’s smile gradually deepened: “Boy, I know you are afraid of death to say this,
but you don’t have to panic, since you are the son-in-law recruited by the Su family, you
have been living in the Su family all this time. The environment of the compound should
be familiar, right?”
At this time, He Laoliu also believed that Yue Feng was a softie who was greedy for life
and feared death, and looked down on him from the bottom of his heart, but this was a
good thing for him, as long as he scare a few words , I’m not afraid that this kid won’t
cooperate.
Uh…
Seeing that He Laoliu also identified himself as Yue Yang, Yue Feng wanted to cry
without tears, knowing how to explain it was useless, and immediately gave a wry smile.
“Boy!”

At this moment, He Laoliu walked over slowly, approached Yue Feng and asked
earnestly, “You know what’s going on now, we’re here today for money, and we don’t
want to make it happen. Human life. Do you understand?”
“As long as you help us find Yu Ruyi, I will let you go, and the Su family, how about it?”
When he said this, He Laoliu had a smile on his face, but his eyes flickered. Vicious.
As long as the boy in front of him dares to say nothing, He Laoliu promises that there
are more than 100 ways to make him suffer.
Huh…
At this moment, the hall was silent. Whether it was Master Su, Su Lin’er and the
servants, they all held their breaths and looked at Yue Feng closely, waiting for his
answer.
“I…”
Yue Feng opened his mouth and felt depressed. Nima, they all said that I am not Yue
Yang, but just passing by. How do you know where the Su family baby is?
But seeing He Laoliu’s expression, Yue Feng also knew that if he didn’t cooperate, he
would end badly.
With…
Depressed in his heart, Yue Feng suddenly had an idea, and immediately nodded: “I
know!”
Haha…
Seeing him being so talkative, He Laoliu laughed very happily, and reached out his
hand to pat it at that time. He patted Yue Feng’s shoulder with a very gentle look: “Not
bad, you are a good boy.”
After saying that, let someone loosen Yue Feng’s ties.
Whoa!
However, Master Su and the people around the Su family were all furious.
This Yue Yang is not a thing, so he has compromised with the bandits so quickly?
To actually choose to help the bandit, I really have no backbone at all.

It’s a shame for the Su family.
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anger, Shen Qinghe couldn’t help but scolded Yue Feng again: “Yue Yang, you eat
inside and out, Master Su treats you badly, you actually want to help the bandits.”
“I knew this earlier, When I come back to you tonight, I will break your leg first.”
“Father!”
At the same time, Su Lin’er’s tender body trembled with anger, and said to Master Su,
“This kind of waste, my daughter would rather die. , and don’t marry him, tomorrow’s
wedding is canceled…”
Master Su was also very angry. Hearing his daughter’s words, his eyes turned black
and he almost fainted.
I made a mistake, I really made a mistake. I thought about recruiting Yue Yang as my
son-in-law, mainly to celebrate his daughter, but I didn’t expect that he had no backbone
at all, and he was scared to death by a few words from the bandit.
How can I face the ancestors of the Su family after a hundred years.
Ugh!
Facing the accusations of the Su family, Yue Feng was speechless and did not refute.
“Ma De!”
However, He Laoliu was upset when he heard it, and he scolded immediately, walked
over and slapped Shen Qinghe a few times: “It’s the other way around, it’s not honest to
be tied to your mouth, and you will cut your tongue if you call out again. Come down!”
Saying that, He Laoliu glanced around fiercely: “You all shut up for Lao Tzu!” Phew
!
In an instant, everyone was silent like a cicada, and one by one quickly shut their
mouths.
Shen Qinghe didn’t dare to yell again, he felt wronged in his heart, Mad, why is it always
me who was beaten…
“Boy!”

Seeing everyone shut up, He Laoliu was very satisfied, and then looked at Yue Feng
with a smile: “Do you really know where Yuruyi is?” , The brothers in White Wolf
Mountain have no problem eating for a few years.
Yue Feng put on a smile, nodded harmlessly and said, “I don’t know exactly where it is
hidden, but I know which room the baby is in. Come with me, and I’ll take you to find it!”
When he said this, Yue Feng His face was sincere, but there was a hint of cunning in
his eyes.
Yue Feng didn’t know where Yu Ruyi was at all, so he was just delaying time. When he
found an opportunity, he would subdue the bandits like He Laoliu and rescue the people
of the Su family.
“Haha, good!”
At this time, He Laoliu, how could he know Yue Feng’s thoughts? Immediately nodded
happily, and then ordered to his subordinates: “You guys, stay in the hall and watch
them, and the rest follow me.” When the
voice fell, he let Yue Feng lead the way and quickly left the hall. .
call!
Seeing this scene, everyone in the Su family was in a hurry.
“Yue Yang!”
Su Lin’er became even more angry and flushed, shouting at Yue Fengjiao, “You are in
the company of mountain bandits, have you thought about the consequences? Let me
tell you, if you help mountain bandits today, wait for my Su family. Through this
catastrophe, I will never let you go.” The
voice was weak, but there was no doubt.
Uh…
Hearing this threat, Yue Feng gave a wry smile, ignored it, and walked out of the hall.
“Tsk tsk!”
As soon as he got outside, He Laoliu laughed and joked: “Boy, I was a little envious of
you just now, and you are very lucky. You can come to Su’s house to be your son-inlaw, and you can enjoy beautiful women every night. Now it seems that you are in Su’s
house. The status of the family is not that good, so if you find Yu Ruyi later, just follow
me back to White Wolf Mountain.”

“Speaking of which, you are quite agitated, follow me when the time comes, and keep
your food and drink hot. Yes , hehe…”
He Laoliu was in a good mood at this time, the son-in-law of the Su family led the way,
and Yu Ruyi was definitely in his hands tonight.
“Thank you boss for your appreciation!” Yue Feng squeezed out a smile, showing a very
grateful look: “It’s my honor to go to Bailang Mountain with the boss. Speaking of which,
I never thought of being the son-in-law of the Su family, then Su Lin’er looks delicate,
but she’s actually very fierce…”
“Haha…”
He Laoliu laughed again after hearing this.
While chatting, Yue Feng led He Lao Liu and the others into the backyard directly.
It was already late at night, and Yue Feng was not familiar with the terrain, so he simply
took He Laoliu around.
However, Yue Feng was not aimless. He took He Lao Liu around and carefully
observed the terrain of the backyard of the Su family and the distribution of houses.
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“Ma De!”
Unconsciously, after turning around for almost half an hour, seeing that Yue Feng
hadn’t found Zangyu Ruyi’s room, He Laoliu was a little impatient at that time, and
scolded impatiently: “Boy, what the hell are you doing? Do you know where Yu Ruyi is
hiding? Don’t be fooling me?”
Er…
Yue Feng scratched his head and looked very frightened: “Boss, don’t worry, it’s too
dark now, and Su The family is also big, and I have only lived here for less than three
days, and I am not familiar with the terrain, but don’t worry, Master Su showed me Yu
Ruyi that day, and he hid in that room, I know, wait for it I can find it.”
Hearing this, He Laoliu’s expression softened a little, and he urged impatiently: “Look for
it! Don’t waste your time.”
“Yes, yes!”
Yue Feng quickly responded and took them with him. Wander around again.

Soon, at the northernmost Su Family Ancestral Hall, Yue Feng stopped and said, “This
is it.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s eyes flickered with complexity.
When he led the crowd around just now, Yue Feng had already understood the
environment of the backyard of Su’s house. The whole backyard house, only the
ancestral hall had a more complicated topography. As long as you spend some time in
it, you will be able to make He Laoliu a better place. Help people catch.
Ancestral hall?
At this moment, He Laoliu murmured in his heart, and his eyes flashed with excitement:
“Hey, this old man is really cunning. He even hid the family’s treasure in the ancestral
hall.”
He Laoliu couldn’t wait to issue an order: “Go in and search for me!”
Whoa!
Hearing the order, dozens of subordinates behind him rushed into the ancestral hall and
searched wildly.
At this time, He Laoliu glanced at Yue Feng, and his tone was unquestionable: “You
also went in to help find it, and found the benefit of you.”
After speaking, he urged Yue Feng and walked in together.
call!
Entering the ancestral hall and seeing the environment inside, Yue Feng couldn’t help
taking a deep breath.
I saw that the hall of the ancestral hall is very large. There is a large table in the north,
with several rows of spiritual places on it, and dozens of stools on both sides. The wall
behind the stools is full of inscriptions, recording the deeds of the ancestors of the past
dynasties. .
At this time, He Laoliu’s subordinates were all looking for places where they might hide
their treasures.
The Su family is the leader of the emperor.
At this time, Yue Feng looked at the rows of spiritual positions, and said silently in his
heart: Please forgive me for disturbing you, I did this to save the entire Su family.

Thinking in his heart, Yue Feng first pretended to flip the spiritual positions, and kept
muttering: “Old man Su is so cunning, he should hide things behind the spiritual
positions.”
At this time, He Laoliu watched coldly from the side . .
After turning over the spiritual positions, Yue Feng found nothing, and went to the sides
and started turning the chairs, pretending to be trying hard to find them.
“Hurry up and find it!” He Laoliu kept urging.
He Laoliu didn’t know yet that he was completely fooled by Yue Feng. At this time, Yue
Feng seemed to be moving the chairs to find something, but in fact, these chairs were
formed into a ‘Five Elements Ecstasy Array’.
This was also Yue Feng’s initial plan. His divine power was imprisoned, and he couldn’t
fight with so many people from He Laoliu. He could only use the formation to trap them.
In the front hall, everyone in the Su family was there. In order to avoid hurting innocent
people, Yue Feng had to lead them to the ancestral hall.
Soon, the Five Elements Ecstasy Formation formed, and a smile appeared on the
corner of Yue Feng’s mouth.
“Boss!”
At this time, the surrounding members of the White Wolf Mountain also searched and
found nothing. One of them walked over and said, “In addition to the spiritual seat, there
are some memorial things here, and there is no other discovery at all.
”!
Hearing this, He Lao Liu’s face instantly turned gloomy, and he locked on Yue Feng
tightly: “Boy, are you kidding me?”
This idiot!
Yue Feng sneered, completely lacking the servile attitude he had before, and said
indifferently, “I’m just kidding you, what can you do to me?” After saying that, he turned
and ran out of the Five Elements Ecstasy Array.
At this time, He Laoliu and his subordinates were all within the range of the Five
Elements Fascinating Formation, and Yue Feng was not panic at all.
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Mad! At this moment, He Laoliu
‘s face was ashen, and he was about to explode with anger. He pointed at Yue Feng
and shouted: “Good boy, you are courting death, grab him for me, and break both legs.”
Wuji, who did not retreat when they saw it? How can I bear it when I was tricked by a
son-in-law who came to my house today?
In a fit of anger, He Laoliu directly pulled out his big sword and charged towards Yue
Feng.
Whoa!
At the same time, dozens of subordinates behind him followed closely behind!
Hahaha…
Feeling He Laoliu’s anger, Yue Feng smiled and didn’t panic at all, standing there
without moving.
This He Laoliu is so easily trapped by his own formation, with this IQ, he is still the boss.
“Ma De, I must kill you today.” He Laoliu shouted at this time, speeding up, preparing to
cut Yue Feng into eight pieces.
However, the next scene left him completely dumbfounded.
This….
At this time, He Laoliu was surprised to see that the chairs in front of him seemed to
have life, but he could move, completely blocking himself and Yue Feng, he took a step
forward, and those chairs followed. Take a step forward, always standing in front of you.
This is so damn lively.
For a time, He Laoliu was shocked and anxious. He had been the boss of White Wolf
Mountain for so many years, and this was the first time he had seen such a thing.
“You…”
In a panic, He Lao Liu was about to urge his subordinates, but when he looked back, he
was completely stupid.
I saw dozens of subordinates, all trapped in the surrounding chairs, and they were all
dizzy and unable to rush out.

“Hehe…”
At this time, Yue Feng stood outside the formation and looked at the He Laoliu people
trapped inside with a smile, his tone was full of playfulness: “Boss He, it seems that you
are a villain in your daily life. Many, so today the ancestors of the Su family have
appeared, you want to take their Su family’s treasure, how can they spare you?”
After saying this, Yue Feng turned and walked towards the front hall.
He Lao Liu and everyone have done it, but there are still a few men in the front hall.
hiss!
At this moment, the subordinates who were trapped with He Laoliu couldn’t help fighting
a cold war, and their faces became terrified.
“Damn it…these chairs seem to move…”
“Could it be that the ancestors of the Su family have manifested themselves?”
“It seems… I’m covered in hair…”
Under discussion , These members of the White Wolf Mountain are all frightened, and
all of them are pale.
“Shut up for me!”
Seeing this situation, He Lao Liu scolded angrily: “Anything that shows up, give Lao Tzu
some energy, and hurry up and find a way to get out.” On the
other side, Yue Feng quickly returned to the front hall .
I saw that Master Su and Su Lin’er were still tied up by Wuhua, and several of He
Laoliu’s subordinates stood by and watched them.
Swish!
Seeing Yue Feng’s return, whether it was the people of the Su family or those He
Laoliu’s subordinates, their eyes suddenly converged on Yue Feng.
The next second, the person in the lead frowned and asked Yue Feng, “Why did you
come back alone? What about the boss and the others?” This person was Jia Dong,
and he was He Lao Liu’s confidant.

Yue Feng showed a smile and responded: “Boss He and the others have already got
the treasure. Not only that, but they also found a treasure house in the Su family. There
are countless gold and silver treasures in it. They are carrying it.”
“It’s just that there are too many jewels, so Boss He sent me here and asked you to
help.”
Hidden treasure house?
Hearing this, Jia Dong’s eyes lit up: “Really?”
Yue Feng nodded again and again: “How dare I lie to you?”
Haha…
This is really a fortune.
Seeing that Yue Feng didn’t seem to be lying, Jia Dong suddenly became excited, and
his face couldn’t hide the excitement.
Whoa!
The people of the Su family who were tied to the side were filled with righteous
indignation, glaring at Yue Feng one by one, wishing they could cramp and peel him off.
This Yue Yang is so abhorrent that he actually colluded with the mountain bandits, not
only robbing the Su family’s treasure, but also looting the treasure house.
However, Master Su was surprisingly calm, looking at Yue Feng’s eyes with complex
expressions.
Because he knew very well in his heart that the Su family did have Yu Ruyi, but they did
not have a treasure trove. But Yue Yang said that He Laoliu and the others were
carrying treasures in the treasure house. Could it be that…
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Chapter 4836
“Ma De!”
Just when Master Su was thinking secretly, Shen Qinghe next to him began to curse
again: “Yue Yang, you bastard, the master is so blind that he even recruited you to the
Su family as his son-in-law. , you will be struck by thunder, you can’t die…”
Su Lin’er also glared at Yue Feng, unable to hide her contempt and hatred.

Nima!
At this moment, Yue Feng was about to leave with Jia Dong, when he heard Shen
Qinghe’s scolding, he couldn’t help it.
This guy is mentally ill, he doesn’t know the situation at all.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng picked up a rag from outside the door, walked over
quickly, and stuffed it directly into Shen Qinghe’s mouth.
“Uuuu…”
At this moment, Shen Qinghe’s eyes widened, his face flushed red, he made a vague
voice, and he almost exploded with anger, Mad, this Yue Yang is getting more and
more presumptuous, how dare he use it The rags covered his mouth.
Yue Feng didn’t care about Shen Qinghe’s hostile gaze, and said lightly, “I don’t care
what your status is in the Su family, I’m still the son-in-law of the Su family and your
master. You insulted me over and over again, I really thought I didn’t Are you angry?”
“I warn you this time, next time you will be rude to me, but it won’t be as simple as
Sebu.”
After saying this, Yue Feng gave Shen Qinghe a deep look, and then he greeted Jia
Dong and the others to leave .
“Ugh…”
At this moment, Shen Qinghe was stunned, and he didn’t recover for a long time. The
expression Yue Yang had just said seemed to have changed, and his aura had also
changed…
the other side!
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Yue Feng took Jia Dong and a few, and soon arrived at the ancestral hall. Before
entering, he heard He Laoliu’s voice: “Hurry up, all of you, a few chairs will make you
stumped? What a bunch of rubbish. .”
Huh?
Hearing this, Jia Dong frowned: “What’s the situation?”

Yue Feng turned his eyes and said with a smile: “It seems that there are too many
treasures, someone accidentally dropped the ground, which would make Boss He
angry, you hurry up Go in and help, so as not to be scolded!”
Hearing this, Jia Dong was convinced, and immediately rushed in with a few
companions.
Bunch of idiots!
Yue Feng didn’t follow him in, but stood outside the door, watching Jia Dong and
several others also enter the range of the formation, he couldn’t help laughing at that
time.
“Jia Dong?”
At this time, in the five elements ecstasy formation, He Laoliu saw that Jia Dong and
several others also broke in, and his face was black with anger: “Tema’s, it’s not for you
to watch Master Su and the others from the front. Why are you here?”
“Boss, the son-in-law who came to the door said that you have found the treasure
house and are carrying the treasure, so we came to help.” Jia Dong responded quickly.
At the same time, Jia Dong looked around with a puzzled look: “Where’s the treasure?”
“Idiot!”
He Laoliu got angry on the spot, and a big mouth threw it over: “Do you have any brains
in the special code? My son-in-law cheated!” After speaking, he slapped him again.
Listening to the howls inside, Yue Feng felt indescribably comfortable, so he hummed a
little tune and returned to the front hall.
Um?
In the front hall, everyone in the Su family was tied there, and they were all annoyed.
When they saw that Yue Feng was back, and this time alone, they all frowned.
“Yueyang!”
At this moment, Master Su stared at Yue Feng: “What are you doing? Where are the
bandits in White Wolf Mountain?” For some reason, Master Su always felt that today’s
Yueyang was a little different. As soon as she finished speaking, Su
Liner next to her couldn’t help but say, “Father, what are you doing to this kind of whiteeyed wolf? If we are lucky to not die tonight, we must not let the bandits go.”

Lin’er looked at Yue Feng coldly, and couldn’t hide her resentment and contempt: “Yue
Yang, you bastard, it’s best to get out of Yinlong Town tonight, otherwise, my Su family
will never let you go.”
Shuh!
At this moment, the rest of the Su family around also glared at Yue Feng.
“Haha!”
Yue Feng smiled slightly, walked over with a relaxed look, and looked at Su Liner with a
half-smile but not a smile: “Anyway, I’m also your husband-in-law, why do you always
look bitter and hateful?”
“Shut up!” Su Lin’er blushed and said with incomparable disgust, “I, Su Lin’er, don’t
have a husband like you at all. You bastard, don’t put money on your face.”
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Uh…
Hearing this, Yue Feng was very speechless, the personality of this eldest Miss Su
family is really stubborn.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng didn’t pay much attention to her, walked over to untie
Master Su, and said with a smile, “Master Su, it’s all right now.” Are you all
right?
Hearing this, both Master Su and the others present looked at each other in dismay.
What do you mean, it’s okay, aren’t those mountain bandits from White Wolf Mountain
looting in the backyard?
The next second, Master Su couldn’t help but ask: “Yue Yang, what’s going on, can you
explain clearly, where are the He Laoliu’s gang?”
Huh!
Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief and said with a smile: “He Laoliu’s gang has been
trapped in the ancestral hall by me, and they are not threatening you at all now, Master
Su, you can just report to the official when you wait.”
What? He Lao Liuyi and his gang were trapped in the ancestral hall?
At this moment, the hall was in an uproar.

Master Su was stunned, unable to help but re-evaluate the ‘Yue Yang’ in front of him.
This kid is a famous gambler in Yinlong Town. Apart from gambling, he has the ability to
kill a bunch of mountain bandits without blinking an eye. Stuck?
Is it nonsense, or is it true?
“Ma De!”
At this moment, Shen Qinghe spat out the rags in his mouth, and yelled at Yue Feng:
“You don’t pee and look at yourself, you are a waste, you can trap He Laoliu and his
group. Live? Do you really think that our Su family are all fools?” After
speaking, Shen Qinghe did not forget to shout at Master Su: “Master, this kind of
bastard, don’t talk nonsense with him, we will report to the officials later, It is said that
this Yueyang colluded with the bandits of White Wolf Mountain to rob the Su family. This
kind of scum should be executed as soon as possible.”
When saying this, Shen Qinghe did not forget to give Yue Feng a vicious look.
Ma De, after all, he is also the big housekeeper of the Su family, with an extraordinary
identity. Whether it is in the Su family or the entire Yinlong Town, whoever sees it is not
polite, but just now, the bastard Yue Yang actually stuffed rags into his own. in the
mouth.
This is simply a great shame, if you don’t show him some color, where will you put your
face in the future?
After these words fell, many people around nodded in agreement.
“That’s right, this kid is notoriously trash, how can he deal with the White Wolf Mountain
bandits?”
“Master, don’t be deceived by him!”
“Shen Guan’s family is right, let’s hurry up and report to the official!”
Everyone’s discussion , Your sentence and my sentence came, but Master Su frowned
and thought.
A few seconds later, Master Su said slowly: “Everyone, don’t be impatient! No matter
what Yue Yang said is true or not, but He Lao Liu and the others went to the backyard,
and there was indeed no movement.”
After speaking, Master Su looked at Yue Yang again: “You really trapped them all?”

At this time, Master Su looked calm, but he was still uneasy. After all, those bandits
from White Wolf Mountain ran rampant in the countryside and committed no evil.
“It’s absolutely true!” Yue Feng nodded solemnly.
As soon as the words fell, Su Liner on the side was anxious and shouted: “Dad, don’t
believe him, how can you believe what he is a gambler? From my point of view, those
abominable bandits must have ransacked in the backyard. After that, Yue Yang ran
back and pretended to be a good person!”
After saying that, Su Lin’er looked at Yue Yang coldly: “He was afraid that we would
report to the officials and implicate him, so he came back and made up a story!”
“Yes, yes!”
“Miss’s analysis is good!”
Shen Qinghe and the others around him nodded in agreement.
I go!
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing. He has already said it so clearly,
why don’t you believe it?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng looked at Su Liner speechlessly: “You said I helped He
Lao Liu and the others, looted the Su family, and arranged for them to leave?”
“Isn’t that so?” Su Liner’s delicate face , full of contempt and disgust: “As far as your
virtue is concerned, at first glance, it is the dog-legged son of Bailangshan who
arranged for our Su family.”
“If this miss guesses correctly, it is you and He Laoliu who come to our Su family to be
the son-in-law. It was arranged, right?”
Huh…
At this moment, Yue Feng was completely speechless, this Miss Su family’s imagination
is really rich, she can think of all these things.
Chapter 4838
However, under the depression, Yue Feng was not angry, but looked at Su Liner with a
smile: “Miss is really quick-witted, but unfortunately, you guessed wrong.”

After speaking, Yue Feng looked at Master Su: “Master Su is not mean to me, how can I
betray the Su family?” Since these people all believe that they are Yue Yang, let’s use
this identity for the time being.
Haha…
Seeing his expression, Su Lin’er smiled contemptuously: “So, we all wronged you?”
“Of course!” Yue Feng nodded irrefutably.
Su Liner snorted coldly and simply ignored it.
At this time, Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, and said with a smile: “Why don’t
you do this, Miss, make a bet with me, if what I say is false, then you will deal with it
later.”
“If what I said is true, Miss. Be willing to be my wife, how?”
Speaking of which, Yue Feng didn’t want to be so serious, but his primordial spirit was
imprisoned, and he had nowhere to go in a short time, so he could only temporarily use
the identity of Yue Yang, so he had to let Su Everyone in the family knows that they are
not lying.
“Okay!”
Seeing Yue Feng wanting to make a bet, Su Liner nodded in agreement without thinking
about it.
Just after agreeing, that delicate face instantly turned red, very embarrassed, this Yue
Yang really wanted to eat swan meat.
Thinking to herself, Su Liner looked at Yue Yang coldly: “Also, if you lose, our
engagement will be terminated tomorrow.” After the last word fell, Su Liner looked at
Master Su subconsciously.
Seeing this situation, Master Su’s heart was extremely complicated, but he nodded in
agreement.
After all, this marriage is his single-handed arrangement.
“No problem!” Yue Feng smiled and nodded in agreement.
Having said that, Yue Feng walked over, released Su Liner and the others, and finally
said with a smile: “Come with me, everyone, you can tell if it’s true or not.” The

voice fell, and Yue Feng walked out of the hall first, facing the Go in the direction of the
ancestral hall in the backyard.
Whoa!
Everyone looked at each other and quickly followed, fearing that Yue Feng would run
away.
What?
Soon after arriving at the entrance of the ancestral hall, seeing the scene inside,
whether it was Master Su, Su Lin’er and others, they were all shocked and
dumbfounded.
They clearly saw that He Laoliu and his group were trapped in the ancestral hall, and
they were all in a hurry. Around them, there were chairs. These chairs were arranged in
a random manner, but these mountain bandits just couldn’t get out. come out.
This…. what’s the situation?
None of these people were injured, how could they be trapped inside and unable to get
out?
It’s really wicked.
This…
At this moment, Su Lin’er was also trembling, looking at Yue Feng in disbelief, unable to
speak for a long time.
What he said just now is true, these bandits are really trapped.
Just… how the hell did he do it?
For a time, the gate of the ancestral hall was deadly silent, only the anxious howls of He
Laoliu continued to be heard.
“It’s been so long, why can’t I go out?”
“Mad, what a hell…”
The angry shouts in the ancestral hall kept coming out. Finally, after a few minutes,
Master Su was the first to react and looked at Yue Feng in disbelief: “Yue Yang…. What
the hell is going on?”

He still refused to believe it . , a gambler can have such a great ability to trap a group of
vicious mountain bandits, which must be hidden.
Swish!
The voice fell, and the eyes of Su Lin’er and the others around him also converged on
Yue Feng, waiting for his answer.
This…
Yue Feng scratched his head, he definitely couldn’t tell the truth, so he made up a lie at
that time: “I don’t know the specifics, when He Laoliu and his group came to the
ancestral hall, they were going to search. As soon as I entered, I couldn’t get out. I
guessed that it might be the ancestors of the Su family who appeared and wanted to
punish these wicked people…”
“After that, I took some bandits in the front hall, Bring me here.”
When he said this, Yue Feng did not forget to pay homage to the spiritual positions in
the ancestral hall.
Whoa!
Hearing this, everyone around was in an uproar.
“I see.”
“Looking at it like this, it’s true that the ancestors of our Su family have appeared.”
“That is, I will say, how could this waste Yueyang have such great ability?”
Chapter 4839
While everyone was talking, they didn’t forget to belittle Yue Yang.
In their opinion, Yue Yang could trap He Laoliu and his group, and the solar energy
came out from the west.
“Bless the ancestors and sects…”
At this time, Master Su knelt there tremblingly, and bowed to the ancestral hall: “This
time it is really thanks to the ancestors and sects who appeared, otherwise our Su
family would be finished.”
Su The old man is old, and he is almost convinced of the illusory thing of the ancestor’s
manifestation.

“How is it?”
At this time, Yue Feng looked at Su Lin’er with a smile: “Miss, you should believe me
now, what I said just now is true, not a single lie.”
“Our bet just now . , I believe that the lady can also talk and count.”
Shuh!
At this moment, Su Liner bit her lip, her face flushed, and she was speechless for a
while.
To be honest, Su Liner was reluctant to recruit Yueyang as her son-in-law. She fought
with Master Su more than once, but Master Su made up her mind, and Su Liner had to
accept her fate. Just now, Su Liner knew the opportunity When he came, he took the
opportunity to make a bet with Yue Yang, intending to get rid of this waste completely.
However, he never imagined that He Laoliu and his group were really trapped in the
ancestral hall…
“Miss!”
Seeing her not speaking, Yue Feng’s smile grew stronger: “You shouldn’t deny the
account, right? “
I…”
Seeing him pressing step by step, Su Liner was embarrassed and annoyed, and then
she stamped her feet: “Whatever you say, in short, I will not marry you.”
As soon as the words fell, Master Su couldn’t help scolding: “Lin’er, don’t be so unruly,
tomorrow’s wedding between you and Yue Yang was originally set, how can you say it’s
void, it can be void?”
“Also, Tonight, our Su family was able to avoid disaster, and Yueyang also contributed a
lot. Although our ancestors and ancestors of the Su family showed their spirits and
trapped the He Laoliu people here, if Yueyang did not lead them to the ancestral hall,
He Laoliu would not have been able to escape. How can these people get trapped so
easily, so the marriage between you and Yue Yang must not be changed.”
When he said this, Master Su looked at Yue Feng’s eyes with a bit of admiration.
To be honest, when he first recruited Yue Yang as his son-in-law, Master Su didn’t think
much of him, but was simply happy for his daughter’s condition.
But now, although this Yue Yang has no great ability, he can be considered a lucky star.

Hearing this, Su Liner was anxious and angry, she was about to cry at the time: “Dad,
you don’t care about your daughter’s feelings at all, I just don’t want to marry…”
After speaking, she ran away quickly.
“Miss!” The maid, Qiu Hong, hurriedly shouted and quickly chased after her.
Uh…
At this moment, Yue Feng was also extremely embarrassed. He was thinking of making
a bet, but he didn’t expect Su Liner’s reaction to be so big.
“Master!”
At this moment, Shen Qinghe, who had been watching from the sidelines, couldn’t help
but shout: “I think the lady’s analysis makes sense. Tonight, if He Laoliu’s group can
come to Su’s house to loot, it must be Yueyang is a waste that attracts people,
otherwise how would He Laoliu know that our Su family has Yuruyi?”
“As for them being trapped in the ancestral hall, it is entirely up to the ancestors of the
Su family, and has nothing to do with Yueyang, according to me Said, directly cancel
tomorrow’s wedding, and then send Yue Yang to the official mansion, when the time
comes, he will be in the official mansion prison, not afraid that Yue Yang will not
explain.”
When it came to the end, Shen Qinghe pointed at Yue Feng and couldn’t hide his
ruthlessness: “Stinky boy, just now you dare to put rags in my mouth, and I won’t call
you Shen Qinghe if you don’t rip you off.”
Snapped!
As soon as he finished speaking, Yue Feng walked over quickly and slapped Shen
Qinghe on the face.
This slap, Yue Feng didn’t use all his strength, but it made a crisp sound. He saw Shen
Qinghe groaning, and he turned around twice, and finally slumped on the ground.
“You…”
Shen Qinghe covered his face and looked at Yue Feng in shock and anger: “You dare
to hit me?” He saw that half of his face was swollen high, like a pig’s head.
Huh…
At the same time, the surrounding Su family and others were also startled, looking at
Yue Feng in astonishment.

This gambler, who met Shen Qinghe on weekdays, was like a mouse meeting a cat, but
today he ate the gall of a bear and a leopard, and he dared to attack Shen Guan’s
house.
Chapter 4840
Yue Feng looked cold and looked at Shen Qinghe and said word by word: “What if I
beat you?”
“You are just the steward of the Su family, and my uncle of the Su family, Miss Su’s
husband, counts I am the master, and you are the servant. As a servant, you insulted
me again and again, shouldn’t
you beat me?” “Also, as the housekeeper, the safety of the entire Su family needs your
protection, but What about you, but let He Laoliu’s gang feel like no one, broke into Su’s
house, and tied up Master Su. It made him so senior, so persecuted, so useless, you
say you Should we fight?” The
words were loud.
“I…” Shen Qinghe was there stupidly, staring at Yue Feng blankly, his face flushed red,
and he couldn’t say a word.
Everyone around was also stunned. At this time, the huge ancestral hall was silent, and
a needle could be heard clearly.
At this time, everyone was extremely shocked.
Is this still that obedient waste Yue Yang?
“Okay, you Yueyang…”
Finally, Shen Qinghe reacted, pointing to Yue Feng and about to speak, but he was
interrupted by Master Su after only a few words.
“Qinghe!”
At this time, Master Su’s face was solemn, and he scolded Shen Qinghe: “You are
getting more and more presumptuous, Yue Yang is right, he is the uncle of the Su
family, the master, how can you be so rude “
From now on, you have to be polite to Yue Yang, you know? If you dare to be arrogant
again, I will never forgive you!”
Seeing Master Su speak, Shen Qinghe suddenly sweated profusely, and nodded
repeatedly: “Yes, Master !”

At this time, Shen Qinghe was very aggrieved, Ma De, he was really unlucky tonight. He
was beaten by the bandits first, then he was slapped with a rag by Yue Yang, and then
he was slapped a few times in the face. In the end, Su The master is still not facing
himself.
“A few of you!”
At this time, Master Su ordered the servants around him, “Go and inform the arresting
officers in the town that He Laoliu brought bandits from the White Wolf Mountain to the
Su family to rob the Su family, and they were all trapped. It’s over!”
“Yes!”
Several servants responded and hurried to inform the arrest.
After a while, Zhu Kuai came over and took He Lao Liu away. The Su family also
returned to peace.
“Yueyang!”
After instructing everyone to rest, Master Yue gave Yue Feng a meaningful look:
“Tonight you did a good job, hurry up and rest, tomorrow is the wedding day, and there
will be a street parade in the morning.”
Parade?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned, but after asking, he realized that the parade here
is not a parade for the bad guys, but a local custom, because Yue Yang is the son-inlaw and an orphan, so in the On the day of the big wedding, according to the method of
welcoming relatives, let Yue Feng sit in the sedan chair and parade around the entire
Yinlong Town, in this way, tell the neighbors that the eldest lady of the Su family
‘married’ a door-to-door son-in-law.
It is precisely because of this custom that the dignity of a man has been completely lost,
so at the beginning, when the Su family made a list to recruit their son-in-law, almost no
one came. In the end, Master Su chose Yue Yang as a gambler.
I go!
After learning the specific situation of the parade, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears.
It’s too embarrassing to sit in the sedan chair and walk around the town. Fortunately,
this is a different world. If Brother Wen and the Great Sage knew about it, wouldn’t they
laugh out loud?

Depressed, Yue Feng wanted to sneak out of Su’s house before dawn, but He Laoliu
came to rob him just now, which caused Master Su to strengthen his guard. Every exit
was guarded, and Yue Feng’s divine power was completely imprisoned. No chance at
all.
In this case, Yue Feng had no choice but to return to the room to rest and continue to
try to re-open the imprisonment of Yuanshen’s power.
Before you know it, it’s getting dark outside.
“Hey!”
At this moment, the voice of the maid Qiuhong sounded outside: “Get up quickly, put on
the groom’s clothes, and prepare to go out for a parade.” What the
hell, so early?
Yue Feng opened his eyes and looked at the sky outside, muttered something, and
opened the door.
I saw that Qiu Hong had already left, and there was a red groom’s suit outside the door.
Ugh!
At this time, Yue Feng sighed in his heart and smiled bitterly. He made a bet with Su
Liner last night, just for a while, but he didn’t expect that in a few hours, he would really
become the son-in-law of the Su family.

